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The Welsh Mills Society was launched in 1984. The aims of the Society are to study, record,
interpret and publicise the wind and water mills of Wales, to encourage general interest,
and to advise on their preservation and use.
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carol.john@gmx.co.uk
01974 251231
melinaucymru@gmail.com
milleryfelin@gmail.com
teulu.parry@btopenworld.com
01633 780247
aberchwiler@yahoo.co.uk

Emma Hall
Anne Parry (Publicity and website)
Jane Roberts (Bring & Buy stall)
Helen Williams

Contact details show the preferred addresses of Committee members.
For further information, please write to the Hon. Secretary:
Hilary Malaws
Y Felin, Tynygraig, Ystrad Meurig, Ceredigion, Wales SY25 6AE
or visit our web site at:
www.welshmills.org
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EDITORIAL
This is where your Editor lets his mind float away to all sorts of
matters relating to mills, and as there will only two more occasions
to let his hair down before he relinquishes control in October - that’s
211 days away for those who like counting down to deadlines - he is
keen to inspire you all to greater interest and involvement in our
fascinating Society.
We presume that what unites us is a common interest in mills,
although whether that extends to Blake’s ‘satanic mills’ is a moot
point. To your editor in his youth, mills were big and grimy with tall
smoking chimneys, and it was slightly later in life that the wind and
water mills of North Wales and Anglesey converted me to their more
comfortable scale. Mills as the cradle of engineering, mills as the
centres of community industry and trade, mills in the landscape; so
much to enjoy and to pass on to our friends and fellow members.
Have we passed our enjoyment on? The Society’s two meetings per
year are always highly enjoyable and highly informative. Some of our
members have passed on their enjoyment by publishing books: the
late Bryan Taylor’s “Mills of the Lordship of Gower”; and Barry Guise
and George Lees’ “Windmills of Anglesey” of which we hear new
tales of inspiration. Four recent books by Nigel Harris have made
extensive use of John Brandrick’s wonderful reconstruction drawings,
many of them drawn from Wales. And of course 34 editions of
‘Melin’ contain a wealth of material contributed by a large number of
members. Then there’s the web; the Society’s own website with
information on Listed mills, and mills to visit – but why not visit your
own mills, those just around the corner from you. You don’t know
where they are/were? – but we can show you, we can advise you
what to look for, and we can ensure that the information you find
interesting can be put into the public domain, through the Royal
Commission’s on-line database Coflein so that all your friends and
fellow members can share your enjoyment. Isn’t that what the Welsh
Mills Society is for?
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COVER STORY
Members will be surprised to hear that there is another Llynnon Mill,
but there is a good reason. We are indebted to Hayden Burns, Senior
Archivist at Anglesey County Council, for putting the Society in touch
with the New Hope Rural Community Trust in India whose Secretary,
Jill Ghanouni, writes, ”Our fantastic new windmill (which admittedly
looks very different from the
real Llynnon mill) was very
kindly sponsored by a lovely
lady in Anglesey who told me
about Llynnon Mill and how
she had visited it. We felt it
fitting to dedicate the mill in
India to Llynnon in honour of
the lady who has funded it,
and also of your beautiful
original windmill.” The Trust
runs a leprosy hospice and
childrens’ hostel in this remote
area of India, and the wind pump was needed to pump water from
two boreholes to three storage tanks. It also publishes a Newsletter
which goes out to the Trust’s supporters from around the UK, and
which will be including a link to our Society’s web site.
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Saturday April 27th 2019, WMS Spring Meeting, at the Village Hall,
Mathern, Monmouthshire, from 10.00.am. Further details and a
booking form are enclosed with this mailing; please ensure that your
booking is returned to Hilary Malaws by the due date, April 17th.
Saturday and Sunday, May 11th and 12th, National Mills Weekend,
all over Britain. Information from all over the UK can be found on a
dedicated website, http://www.nationalmillsweekend.co.uk/, where
there’s a zoomable map of the mills and a pictorial list giving details
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of opening times for each mill. As usual we will list National Mills
Weekend Mills Open in Wales on the website, on Facebook, and on
Instagram hopefully. . And if you are planning a European holiday in
2019, here’s a list of the dates of ‘Mills Open’ days, with websites
allowing you to discover details:
Portugal, Saturday 6th & Sunday 7th April,
http://www.moinhosdeportugal.org/ws/
Belgium (Flanders), Sunday 28th April,
http://www.molenforumvlaanderen.be/
National Heritage Day, Sunday 8th September
East-Flanders Mill Day, Sunday 8th October
Netherlands, Saturday 11th & Sunday 12th May,
https://www.molens.nl/event/nationale-molendag-2018/
France, Saturday 18th & Sunday 19th May,
(European Mill Days),
http://www.journees-europeennes-des-moulins.org/
Switzerland, Saturday 1st June
http://www.muehlenfreunde.ch/fr/millday/index.html
Germany, Monday 10th June (Whitsun Monday)
National Heritage Day, Sunday 8th September
Denmark, Sunday 16th June,
http://www.danskmølledag.dk/
France, Saturday 22nd & Sunday 23rd June (Journées du Patrimoine
de Pays & des Moulins),
http://www.moulinsdefrance.org and
www.patrimoinedepays-moulins.org
Sweden, Sunday 7th July, Skåne,
https://www.hembygd.se/foreningen-skanska-mollor
MUCKY MILLS GANG
During 2019, the organisation of the Gang is being taken over by
John Crompton, who is currently in touch with two mills who are
requesting help. Whilst we intend to continue the “mucky” side
when requested, we hope to add other activities such as recording
and survey. Does your mill need assistance? – if so, please contact
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John, preferably by email in the first instance. Meanwhile, please
keep an eye on our website for the dates of working parties.
MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
Subscriptions: Third and Final Reminder
Subscriptions (currently £18 for ordinary members) for 01 November
2018 – 30 October 2019 were due on 01 November last; my thanks
to those who have paid the correct amount by standing order,
cheque or cash. If you pay by cheque or cash, and have not yet done
so, please send your remittance to the Membership Secretary or to
the Treasurer without delay, making cheques payable to the Welsh
Mills Society (apparently our bank is now refusing cheques with
'WMS' as payee). If you would like to pay by Standing Order, which
makes administration much easier for the Society, please contact the
Membership Secretary or Treasurer.
Please remember that the Society's Journal, Melin, will be sent out
only to fully paid-up members and also that the current password for
the members' area on the website is available only to those who
have fully paid their subscription. If you require the password please
contact me.
I thank all members for their continuing support of our Society – we
could not exist without you!
Brian Malaws

Membership Secretary

NEWS FROM THE MILLS
Very good news indeed from Melin Llynon on Anglesey! The tenancy
of the mill from Ynys Môn Borough Council has been taken by father
and son Richard (Snr) and Richard Holt. George Lees reports that
they have big plans for the site, which includes the mill itself, the
cafe and shop, bakery and the two replica iron-age roundhouses.
They took over the site on March 10th, and invited George to see the
sails turning on the 18th in the presence of an S4C camera crew. But
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unfortunately there was
insufficient wind on the
day, and so the cameras
were turned on the mill’s
interior.
Richard and Richard hope
to have the mill open for
Easter, although the cafe
will take a little longer to
build up its menus. They
intend to keep the site
open all the year round,
and to develop it as a
wedding and birthday
location. And, to George’s
great satisfaction, they
are erecting a sign which
spells the mill’s name as it
was formerly and correctly spelled – Llynon! A pity that it’s too late
to change the Indian plaque.
At the National Trust’s Llanerchaeron estate near Aberaeron in
Ceredigion, the water wheel will be out of action for several months for
maintenance and conservation work, the National Trust has revealed.
The wheel, installed in 1906, was recently lifted from its wheel pit
and will now be cleaned, painted and rebalanced.
New bearings are being installed, together with water flow controls
that will allow it to operate more frequently. A National Trust
spokesperson said, “The original wheel pit was dug in 1852 and a
breast shot wheel installed, to power farm machinery in the
threshing barn, such as small winnowers and threshers. The barn
machinery was driven via a series of long inter-connecting shafts.
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The wheel was
converted to
overshot in 1899
by digging the
wheel pit four feet
deeper. The
present wheel,
installed in 1906,
was made at the
Eagle Foundry,
Aberystwyth. We
hope to have the
wheel back and in
its pit and
operational within
the next few months.”
MILLS FOR SALE
Felin Fawr, Llwynygroes, near Tregaron, Ceredigion is described as a
spacious
extended 3-bed
cottage set in 4
acres of land,
with a former
mill building
and remains of
the water
wheel.
Downstairs are
a very large
living room, an
almost as large
kitchen/diner,
cloakroom and wet room, whilst upstairs there are three bedrooms,
bathroom and store. Outside there’s a stone barn in addition to the
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stone-built mill with
the skeleton of its
all-metal water
wheel, 10ft diameter
by 4ft wide, made by
S F Kelly of Cardigan.
Andrew went to look
at the mill and
thought that it might
have been a woollen
mill rather than a
corn mill. Offers in
the region of
£289,995 are invited, and the Agents are John Francis, 8 Alban
Square, Aberaeron, SA46 0AD, tel 01545-570990.
Felin Ship, just outside Dolgellau, the former mill house, is a
detached 6-bed traditional stone-built house standing in almost an
acre of landscaped grounds on the banks of the Afon Wnion, with
fishing rights. It has undergone extensive renovation to very high
standards in recent
years, and includes a
main house and
attached established
holiday let. The
remains of the old
mill have been
converted to provide
useful storage, but
could be adapted to
provide further
accommodation
subject to the relevant planning permission. The landscaped grounds
have paths and steps giving access to the river. The asking price is
£795,000 and the agents are Walter Lloyd Jones & Co, Bridge Street,
Dolgellau, LL40 1AS, tel 01341-477003
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ANNUAL ACCOUNTS FOR 2017 -2018
The Accounts are presented at the Society’s AGM in October, and
usually printed with the AGM Minutes in January. However, there
was insufficient space in the January Newsletter to fit them in, so
they are published here.
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The same agents are also dealing with Glandwr Mill, which lies in the
sheltered valley of the Afon Dwynant a couple of miles from
Barmouth, with extensive views across the Mawddach estuary. The
part-C17th mill and granary were converted in the mid-C20th, and
have recently been extensively refurbished. The accommodation is
on three floors, with oil-fired central heating; on the ground floor are
the entrance hall, kitchen and dining room and rear hall/cloakroom;
the first floor has a large drawing room, office and separate study,
and a generous en-suite bedroom with dressing room; and the
second floor
has the
master
bedroom
and two
further
bedrooms,
all en-suite.
There’s an
attached,
twobedroomed
cottage
which forms
a successful holiday let, and other stone buildings include the
granary with a function room, and a wing with garage and a 30ft
glazed garden room. The grounds include the mill race and pond,
with terraces, lawn, fountain, ornamental trees and mature
woodland. There’s even a turbine producing electricity. The asking
price is £775,000, and the agents are Walter Lloyd Jones, Glan Y Don,
High St, Barmouth LL42 1DW, tel 01341 280527.
Tŷ Newydd, Melin Cadnant, lies in the steep-sided valley of the Afon
Ty Newydd,
Melin
Cadnant,
in the
steep-sided
valley ofedge
the Afon
Cadnant
which
flows
into thelies
Menai
Strait
on the northern
of
Cadnant
which
flows
into
the
Menai
Strait
on
the
northern
edge
of
the town of Menai Bridge, Anglesey. A 1920s postcard reveals a large
the town
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mill with a 6.5 metre overshot water wheel – see Melin 22, Page 51.
Alas, the mill was demolished some time ago, to form a terrace in
front of the “new house”, which is what is now for sale. It’s an
extensive
property with all
the usual
facilities
including three
en-suite
bedrooms, but it
is in need of
some
modernisation.
It is set in four
aces of
woodland and
fields, and there
are further derelict buildings, ‘ripe for development’ as they say. The
asking price is £450,000, and the agents are Beresford Adams, 15
High St, Menai Bridge, LL59 5EE, tel 01248-730166.
ANOTHER MYSTERY SOLVED?
Whilst visiting some relatives who were living and working in Ireland
in 2003, we inevitably took the opportunity of visiting some mills. I
have always been interested in the practical aspects of millstone
dressing, so when I saw a millstone in one of the mills we visited,
standing up against a wall with a very fine and regular dressing
across the lands, I wondered how this had been achieved. These fine
dressing lines are known as stitching, and I have heard it said that a
good stone dresser could achieve 16 to the inch. The purpose of
these stitching lines was said to be grinding the corn in such a way
that the endosperm would produce a fine flour, and the bran would
stay in larger flakes so that it could be sieved out. This became more
important in the Victorian era when the demand for white flour
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increased, because it was perceived that white flour was more pure,
and no doubt had a higher value. The precise nature of these
dressing marks, which were absolutely even and straight, convinced
me that they must have been done by some sort of machine. The
people at the mill did not have an explanation to offer, so I went
away puzzled.
In recent times Tim Booth had alerted me to a stone dressing
machine which is in the possession of the Midland Mills Group, but
having seen photographs it was clear that the tool to make any
grooves or stitching on the mill stones on that machine was a
modified mill bill, which didn’t seem to match the fineness of the
stitching on the stones I had seen in Ireland. However, I was alerted
by Tim to a copy of a journal published in New York called the
“Scientific American”, and in the issue of 27th November 1869 was an
account of a stone dressing machine which utilised a diamond
dressing tool. The summarised text of the report said:
“Millers who may be unacquainted with the nature of diamonds or
their durability, will be somewhat sceptical and incredulous as to the
practicability of dressing the lands of millstones …. after many
experiments and trials, Mr Dickinson has succeeded in constructing a
machine, now used for over 6 years“. But the main difficulty he
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found was in educating millers to the proper handling of the
diamond, “… totally different from the cracks made by a pick which
are naturally coarse and irregular …. the line cut by the diamond
upon a glassy surface which has never been disintegrated by a blow
from a pick, is clear and distinct, having its edges sharp and fine…..
ensuring a sharp corner or cutting edge perfectly straight and equal”.
It also relates that Mr Dickinson was a resident of New York, had
patented his machine in America and Europe, for which a medal was
awarded at the International World’s Fair held at London in 1862.
So was this innovation successful in Europe, or was it overtaken by
the use of rollers which also offered much faster production
capability? Anyway, I am reasonably satisfied that the millstone I saw
in Ireland was dressed with a diamond tooled machine, so it appears
that it may have at least been utilised in Ireland, unless you know
different.
Andrew Findon.
THE WATER-WHEEL AT PEN-Y-BONT UCHAF, ABERGWESYN, POWYS
During the pre-war years, my father’s cousin, John Hedley Hooper,
spent the summer holidays with one or other of his mother’s
brothers and sisters on their farms in the Abergwesyn Valley,
Llanwrtyd Wells. During the summer of 1939, aged nine, he was
staying at Penybont Uchaf Farm with his uncle and aunt, Evan and
Sally Davies. It transpired that due to the outbreak of war he would
spend the next two years there attending Llanwrtyd Primary School,
learning the Welsh language and becoming a ‘farm boy’. He is now
engaged in recording his memories of that time which make
delightful reading about a bygone era. He has kindly given me his
permission to share this particular one with members of The Welsh
Mills Society.
Ann M. Phillips.
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The Water Wheel
I was saddened, some years ago, to find that the water wheel at
Penybont had been sold as scrap metal. Of course, it was all part of
the conversion of the stables, cowshed, chicken shed, barn and just
about everything else into human accommodation, possibly for a
holiday complex. It seemed a little odd to me to think that humans
would now be sleeping where my lovely horse friends used to sleep,
to say nothing of also sleeping in the cow shed or the pig sty.
But....tempora mutantur nos et mutamur in illis. Perhaps I should
change a little more! The wheel was, I suppose, about ten feet in
diameter and about eighteen to twenty inches wide set in a trench
hewn out of the rock. It powered, via a spindle into the farm
buildings, a chaff-cutter, a winnower, a mill and anything else you
could hook on to the spindle and belt system inside the building.
The normal flow of the brook which ran past the back door of
Penybont was rarely sufficient to power the wheel so other means
had to be sought. The other means was a large pond dug about four
to five hundred yards upstream of the wheel. This pond provided a
splendid swimming pool for one small boy when it was full. But, alas,
it was seldom full. (Can't think why not as there was a perfectly good
overflow system but I suppose the adults had better things to do
with their time than pander to a small boy's urge for exercise.) The
plug which held back the water to fill the pool was only placed in
position when some water-wheel power was required on the farm
and the pond allowed to fill.
However, when it was emptied, the pool provided endless interest
for one small boy. The drained pond was filled with life of all sorts.
There were frogs and newts, drowned mice and a variety of other
dead and living, wriggling creatures to be grabbed and examined.
Sadly, I had no reference books from which to identify these
creatures. I was still years away from Miss Winnie Williams and her
biology lab. Her classes were the only ones I ever really enjoyed
during several years of secondary education. Perhaps I should have
studied chemistry, botany and zoology rather than chemistry, physics
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and biology but they apparently were what one had to study to
become a vet. I wonder why? What had physics got to do with it?
The plug in the outlet pipe was made of wood and could be raised
and lowered as it was attached to an arm pivoted on a cross beam
supported by two stout posts. When the pond was full the in-shore
end of the arm was well out over the water. To reach it and activate
the lever to pull out the plug required a seriously alarming walk out
over a bendy plank also mounted on the cross beam. This
arrangement offered no problem to a boy who could swim but quite
a challenge to a farm boy in hob-nailed boots and fully clad. When
the plug had been pulled it released quite a large pond-full of water
which raced down the stream bed to a sluice gate which directed the
water down a leat to the wheel. Had the sluice gate not been closed
the water would have merely rushed down its normal course past
the back door of the farm house.
The leat ended in a wooden channel erected over the top of the
wheel which allowed the water to fall into the buckets of the wheel.
Located in this wooden structure was a trap door affair which could
be raised and lowered by means of a wire which led into the farm
buildings. This device allowed the water to be directed away from
the wheel when power was no longer required. As a small boy I could
not understand why the water wheel was not used to generate
electricity. Admittedly the wheel, when turning, made quite an
appreciable rumbling noise which was probably not acceptable as a
constant audible background. Also, in the dry weather the water
power would, of course, be sadly lacking. Anyway, a nos moutons.
The spindle from the water wheel entered the farm building at
ground level and was then connected by a web belt to an overhead
axle with several other wheels mounted on it. Each wheel allowed a
belt from it to be connected to a piece of machinery such as the mill,
chaff cutter or winnower. Health and safety at work was not a
serious consideration in those days, if indeed anyone had heard of it.
None of this machinery had even a suggestion of a safety cut-out
system. Despite the choking clouds of dust emitted by the chaff
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cutter and to a lesser extent the mill, no form of breathing protection
was on offer either. When things got really too bad a seriously
grubby handkerchief might be held over the nose.
The mill was used to grind the wheat we grew on the farm and the
flour produced used to make bread which was, of course, on ration
during those war-time days. Of course, I was not aware there was a
war on as far as rationing went. The chaff cutter was used to chop
wheat and other straws and hay into horse and cattle fodder and
was a highly dangerous bit of kit. The straw was belt-fed into the
rotating knives via a compressing arrangement. There was a device
which, in theory at least, offered an escape for a hand caught in the
belt and compressor. Gott sei dank it was never required in my years
of acquaintance with it as I very much doubt its efficiency.
The mill was simply a truncated tapering cast iron cylinder which
rotated between cast iron walls. The wheat was fed down from a
hopper and fell between the cylinder and the walls. The distance
between the cylinder and its enclosing walls could be altered to
produce merely bruised corn/wheat for the animals or flour fine
enough for bread making. Its main drawback was the noise it made
which was quite deafening. Needless to say, ear protection
equipment was not on offer so between the dust, the noise and the
compressing and cutting operations it was an 'Elf and Safety'
nightmare. Even worse, the milling operations were usually carried
out by the light of hurricane lamps. Fortunately, in those days I had
no idea of the explosive qualities of dust in a critical density. I have
no idea what temperature the open flame of the paraffin-fuelled
hurricane lamps produced but it clearly was not sufficient to ignite
the dust clouds. Again, Gott sei dank! I and the farm boys have
clearly lived a charmed life.
PS. My father, on one of his visits to me at Penybont, caught a trout
in the pool below the bridge between the road and the farm. He did
so before breakfast at which he had the grilled trout, fresh bread
from our own milled wheat and fresh farm butter. He frequently
said it was about the best breakfast he ever had.
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TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Newsletter 36 began with a cautionary tale, fortunately not from
Wales, of the consequences of breaking Listed Building law. The
Independent carried a report about the conviction of an Essex man
for burning down a water mill to prevent it being restored. He feared
that an influx of tourists would devalue his own house next door. A
conviction, but our Newsletter didn’t tell us whether he had been
ordered to rebuild the mill. Could a similar thing happen in Wales? –
think of Llandybie and Ammanford in 2008 – 2010.
There was a report on the Pentrefoelas (Conwy) Enhancement/
Business Enterprise Project which had been awarded the 1993 Royal
Town Planning Institute’s Silver Jubilee Cup. The award recognised
the work of the various authorities who had come together to repair
buildings and provide employment opportunities. One success was
the restoration to working order of Melin Foelas. Another report
outlined the history of Melin Mynach, Gorseinon, whilst the
windfarm debate continued. In Ynys Môn the Director of Planning
was looking at various ways of publicising Wales’ only working
windmill and boosting income. The mill was ready to start grinding
corn again.
The last page carried a “Wanted” advert for a Newsletter Editor.
Requirements were interest in mills, a bit of spare time, a good
typewriter or word processor, and access to a photocopying service
(not essential). Plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose.
ITEMS FOR THE NEXT NEWSLETTER by Friday 21st June 2019, please, to:
John Crompton
Ty Chwarel
Tynygraig
YSTRAD MEURIG
Ceredigion
SY25 6AE

email:

carol.john@gmx.co.uk

WMS website: www.welshmills.org.

01974-261478
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Cwm Llinau Mill, near Cemaes, Powys (Tim Booth)

Inside the hurst, Felindre Mill, Aberarth (Andrew Borland)
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